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Join us for the second part of the DiLitE Final Conference!
The conference will focus on pedagogy under the title “Digital literacies in practice: ideas,
approaches, tools and resources”.

The innovative 2-year Erasmus+ KA2 project “Digital Literacy in Europe – DiLitE” implemented in UK,
Ireland, Cyprus, Greece, Spain & Portugal enters its closing phase and is organizing a Final
Conference split over two half days.
The second part of this free online conference: “Digital literacies in practice: ideas, approaches,
tools and resources” will be delivered via Zoom from 9.30 am to 11.30 UK time/ 10.30 CET/ 11.30
EEST on Friday, September 24th.
Our keynote speaker will be John Sutter from Learning Unlimited. John will introduce and explore
some of the ideas, approaches and questions raised by the increased attention and focus that has
inevitably been given to digital literacies (and remote learning) since the Covid-19 pandemic.
Members of the international DiLitE team will then introduce some of the practical resources
developed by the project for digital literacies training and education. Participants will have the
opportunity to explore and gain access to a wide range of training and teaching materials aimed at
both adult educators and adult learners.
If you have not yet registered for this event, follow the link and complete this online form:
https://bit.ly/3yucLax
Joining instructions and the final full timetable will be sent on Thursday, September 23rd.
We look forward to seeing you on Friday 24th!
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Provisional event programme (UK time)
9.30

Welcome, introductions, warm-up activities

9.45

Key note speach: Literacy or literacies? Digital diversity and the Covid pandemic
John Sutter (Learning Unlimited, UK)

10.00

The DiLitE project: Overview
Christina Bonarou (Symplexis, Greece)

10.10

The DiLitE learning platform and online resources
Eleni Zenonos (Centre for Social Innovation, Cyprus)

10.35

The DiLitE curriculum training resources – introduction and examples
John Sutter (Learning Unlimited, UK)

11.05

The DiLitE practice toolkit resources – introduction and examples
Stephanie Kirwan (Meath Partnership, Republic of Ireland)

11.20

Final Q&A
Final comments
Close
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To learn more about the project, visit the DiLitE website & e-learning platform (https://diliteproject.eu) available in English, Greek, Spanish and Portuguese and follow the project’s Facebook
page (https://www.facebook.com/dilite.project) to keep up-to-date.
You can also contact your in-country partner to find out more.

Partners

Learning Unlimited

Meath Partnership

UK

Ireland

Center for Social
Innovation – CSI
Cyprus

European Learning
Centre

Symplexis

Mindshift

Greece

Portugal

Spain
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